
 

Stripe startup offer 
STRIPE SIMPLIFIES PAYMENTS FOR ENTREPRENEUR CLUB WINTERTHUR 
 
Whether you’re creating a subscription service, an on-demand marketplace, or an e-commerce 
store, Stripe’s integrated payments platform helps you build and scale your business online. 

As a member of Entrepreneur Club Winterthur, Stripe offers the following benefits: 

 

  Regular  Startup partner benefit 

Waived Stripe fees   12 None  CHF15.000  3

Priority betas and special event 
access  None  ✓ 

Stripe Atlas incorporation discount  $500  Available for $250  4

 
Ready to get started?  
 
Click here to claim your Stripe startup benefits. Once you complete the form, a member from 
the Stripe team will be in touch. To claim the Atlas incorporation discount, click here.  

 
Need help? 
 
Reach out anytime at support@stripe.com.   

1 Processing discounts are not applicable for Custom or Express connected accounts or for companies using Shopify Payments. 
2 You will receive waived Stripe fees on your first or next CHF15.000 amount in core processing that you do on Stripe 
3 Applies to Stripe users who have yet to receive free processing credits. Twelve-month expiration 
4 Stripe Atlas Incorporation regular price is $500 

 

https://stripe.com/contact/startup-offer?code=clbwntthstr
https://atlas.stripe.com/invite/sp-etrprclstratl
mailto:support@stripe.com


 

Stripe helps you launch and scale 
Hyper-growth is hard. Every minute spent away from your product, customers or service, is a minute lost. 
Our solution frees you up to focus on your core business. Read on to learn how our products help 
startups at all stages of growth. 
 
Incorporating your business.  
Starting a company can be complicated—lengthy paperwork, bank visits, legal complexity, and numerous 
fees.  We make it easier by handling everything it takes to establish your internet business.  

 
STRIPE ATLAS - QUICKLY CREATE AND INCORPORATE YOUR ONLINE BUSINESS. 
Stripe Atlas incorporates your new company in Delaware—the industry standard for tech 
companies. We’ll generate the documents, file the paperwork, and obtain your Tax ID number, to 
get your company up and running within a couple days.   

  
Monetizing your business 
After finding product/market fit, monetization is key. Stripe’s full-stack platform helps you do everything 
from accepting your first payment to creating subscription plans to building complicated marketplace logic 
with seamless multi-party payouts. 

 
STRIPE PAYMENTS - A COMPREHENSIVE COMMERCE TOOLKIT FOR STARTUPS. 
Stripe Payments lets you to accept all major cards from customers around the world, across 
web and mobile. You can design a custom payment flow to match your brand with Stripe 
Elements. With a single unified platform, you can immediately support new tools like Apple Pay, 
support 135+ currencies, accept different payment methods, and more.  
 
STRIPE BILLING - BUILD RECURRING REVENUE STREAMS. 
Stripe BIlling allows you to build and manage every aspect of your recurring billing. From 
complicated billing logic to simple monthly subscription plans, our flexible tools work for any 
business model.  
 
STRIPE CONNECT - THE PAYMENTS PLATFORM FOR PLATFORMS. 
Stripe Connect provides a complete set of building blocks to support virtually any platform or 
marketplace business model. Stripe Connect powers hundreds of thousands of marketplaces 
and platforms—from small startups to industry giants like Salesforce or Kickstarter.   

 
Powerful business tools, fully integrated with Stripe 
As you scale, Stripe offers reporting and fraud prevention tools to help you quickly query user data and 
Identify and deter fraudulent charges before they happen. 

 
STRIPE RADAR - BEAT FRAUD WITH MACHINE LEARNING.   
Stripe Radar is powered by advanced machine learning algorithms that automatically learn 
from Stripe’s global network of businesses to help identify and prevent fraud. Every day, our 
systems process hundreds of thousands of transactions and adapt to new fraud patterns help 
your business stay safe.  
 
STRIPE SIGMA - YOUR BUSINESS DATA AT YOUR FINGERTIPS. 
Stripe Sigma lets businesses use SQL to explore their Stripe data and create customized reports 
in the Stripe Dashboard. Our customers rely on Stripe to be a source of truth about their 
company’s financial transactions—and increasingly, a hub for other data unique to their 
business. 

https://stripe.com/atlas
https://stripe.com/us/payments
https://stripe.com/billing
https://stripe.com/connect
https://stripe.com/radar
https://stripe.com/us/sigma

